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Live illustrations are quick fashion illustrations drawn live at an 

event. On the day of your wedding, I will attend during the 

drinks reception or after the meal, to create live fashion 

sketches of your guests ...... and their outfit! 

Created quickly, on-the-spot and gifted to your guests, on 

personalised branded paper. They are spontaneous, fun and 

made to treasure as the perfect keep sake for yourspecial day. 

A unique way to capture the magical moments of your 

wedding for your guests 

Award-
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It takes me about 7-10 mins per person, for a full colour 

illustration on A5 size paper. Many guests like to be drawn as part 

of a couple and I recommend drawing them from the waist up, 

just to speed things up. The paper is branded with the bridal 

couples name, wedding date (and venue if you wish) to last as a 

keepsake from the day. The illustration is then packed in a 

protective sleeve and they can be given directly to the guest or I 

can leave them with the venue planner to collect after the 

celebrations. 
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Client: Mrs. Or/a Hyland 

Linda sketched at our wedding in 

The Johnstown Estate, Enfield. She 

was an absolute pleasure to work 

with and so many guests commented 

on how much they loved the idea 

and her illustrations. She sketched 

for a few hours during the drinks 

reception and had a queue of 

people waiting the entire time. We 

a/so got our own bride and groom 

sketch which is such a lovely keep

sake. I wanted to do something a bit 

different to the usual wedding enter

tainment ideas like photo-booths 

etc., and I'm so glad I went with 

Linda and her beautiful illustrations! 

Or/a & Michael x 
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